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Features to note: 1) polar- and 2) continental amplification 



OBJECTIVE: Study processes controlling the atmospheric heat 
transports and their interaction with surface conditions. These 
processes are key to answering questions about atmospheric 
mechanisms of Arctic climate change. 

BIG questions: 
Is ice albedo feedback the only Polar Amplification mechanism? 
How does remote atmospheric forcing from low latitudes interact 
with local processes in the high latitudes?  

Results: 
-  There is an atmospheric PA mechanism in a system with no sea 
ice/snow albedo feedbacks 
- Test runs of climate sensitivity with realistic present day 
topography show importance of continentality.!



Aquaplanet runs without sea ice/snow feedbacks 

2 models (CCSM, GEOS), with- and without clouds, with no 
sea ice or snow, no continents, no seasonal cycle 

Alexeev, Langen Bates, Clim Dyn 2005 



Atmospheric heat transport mechanisms are important for polar amplification!

BACKGROUND:!
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Atmospheric heat transport mechanisms are important for polar amplification!
(Alexeev 2003, Alexeev et al 2005, Langen Alexeev 2007)!

BACKGROUND:!
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How does atmosphere transport heat? 



How does atmosphere transport heat? 

Stationary waves! 

Note: stationary waves 
are stronger in the Northern 
Hemisphere (and their  
variability, too)  

Z500 (deviation from zonal mean), January 

Z500 (deviation from zonal mean), July 



METHODOLOGY: Conceptual models!
                                                          ʻaquaplanetʼ!
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METHODOLOGY: Conceptual models!
                                          ʻcontinentʼ in high-lat box!
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Tropics (ocean) 

High-latitudes  
(ocean + continent) 
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GCM runs: ‘Wet Continent’, no albedo feedbacks 
Continent points have 10 times lower heat inertia 

Results:  
1) Strong seasonality in polar amplification over land;  
2) Land PA is amplified in winter, suppressed in summer 



Source: NASA GISS website 

GCM runs with ‘realistic’ topography: 
Earth is still flat, continents’ surface is wet  
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Idealized GCM 

Annual mean temp change (1960-2008) 



U change at 10m T change at 10m 

2xCO2 – 1CO2 (model) 





2xCO2 – 1CO2 (model) 

Temperature and circulation change 



Temperature and circulation change, NCEP1 (1980-2000 anomaly) 



1.  Atmospheric heat transport mechanisms explain a significant 
portion of polar amplification!

2.  Experiments on an aquaplanet with a ʻwetʼ continent show:!
-  Strong seasonality in polar amplification over land 
-  Land PA is amplified in winter, suppressed in summer 

3. Experiments with ʻrealisticʼ topography (flat Earth, no albedo 
feedbacks) show realistic patterns of polar amplification!

Conclusions 


